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WHITE PAPER OF MANDIKE  

 

A. Introduction 

Token and Coin Masternode Wrap is a new cryptocurrency that aims to 
revolutionize the way people think about and invest in digital assets. Our platform 
combines the best features of both tokens and coins and offers users a unique and 
innovative way to generate passive income through masternode technology. 

Masternodes have become increasingly popular in recent years due to their ability to 
provide stable and consistent returns to investors. Our platform takes this a step 
further by offering a "wrap" solution that allows users to easily convert their existing 
tokens into masternode-eligible assets. This not only makes it easier for investors to 
get involved in masternode technology, but also offers the potential for higher 
returns compared to traditional token investments. 

The Token and Coin Masternode Wrap platform is built on a secure and 
decentralized blockchain, ensuring that all transactions are transparent and tamper-
proof. Our platform is designed to be user-friendly and accessible to all, making it 
easy for anyone to get started with masternode investing.  

Whether you're a seasoned crypto investor or just starting out, Token and Coin 
Masternode Wrap provides a unique opportunity to invest in the future of digital 
assets and take advantage of the potential rewards offered by masternode 
technology. Join us on this exciting journey and be a part of the next generation of 
digital asset investing. 

Mandike is a revolutionary token that has a platform as its use case. It enables 
users to wrap masternode coins or any other coins and swap them into any other 
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token. With this innovative solution, Mandike offers a new and improved way for 
individuals and businesses to manage their cryptocurrency assets. 

The current cryptocurrency landscape presents a number of challenges for individuals 
and businesses looking to manage their digital assets. Some of the key pain points 
and challenges include:  

• High fees: Many cryptocurrency transactions are subject to high fees, which 
can be a deterrent for small transactions or frequent trades. 

• Slow transaction times: Some cryptocurrencies suffer from slow transaction 
times, which can be frustrating for users who want to move their assets 
quickly. 

• Limited use cases: Many cryptocurrencies have limited use cases, which can 
make them less accessible and less useful for the average user. 

• Multiple wallets: Holding multiple cryptocurrencies often requires managing 
multiple wallets, which can be inconvenient and confusing for some users. 

Mandike aims to address these issues by providing a platform that allows for 
seamless and efficient token swaps. With Mandike, users can wrap masternode 
coins or any other coins and swap them into any other token, all within one 
platform. This eliminates the need to manage multiple wallets and provides 
access to a wide range of use cases. Additionally, Mandike leverages cutting-
edge technology to deliver fast, secure, and low-cost token swaps, making it 
an attractive option for individuals and businesses looking to manage their 
digital assets. 
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B. The Technology Behind Mandike 

The technology behind Mandike is designed to provide fast, secure, and low-cost 
token swaps. Some of its key features include: 
 

a. Fast transaction times:  
Leverages cutting-edge technology to deliver fast transaction times, making it 
an attractive option for individuals and businesses looking to trade or transfer 
their digital assets. 

b. Low fees:  
Mandike is designed to offer low fees, making it an affordable solution for 
small transactions or frequent trades. 

c. User-friendly interface:  
Mandike is designed with ease of use in mind. It offers a user-friendly 
interface that makes it easy for individuals and businesses to manage their 
digital assets. 

d. Security:  
Mandike is built with security in mind, incorporating best practices and 
advanced technologies to protect users' digital assets. 

e. Increased liquidity:  
By enabling users to wrap masternode coins or any other coins and swap 
them into any other token, Mandike opens up access to a larger market and 
provides increased liquidity for users' digital assets. Mandike provides the 
ability to trade your coins into token market such as Pancakeswap or 
Uniswap and use your token to get any other coin. It gives users access to 
a wide range of trading options, enabling user to trade their digital assets 
quickly and easily.  
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With its innovative platform, Mandike is poised to revolutionize the way We think 
about and interact with cryptocurrency. Whether you're looking to trade, store, or 
spend your digital assets, Mandike provides a versatile and user-friendly solution. 

 

C. Use Case 

Mandike platform provides two key use cases for its users: creating wrap tokens for 
MN coins and providing a bridge/swap service. 

1. Wrap Tokens for MN Coins:  
Allows users to create wrap tokens for MN coins, which is essentially a 
representation of the underlying masternode coin on the Ethereum blockchain. 
This provides a number of benefits, including increased accessibility, improved 
liquidity, and reduced volatility. The wrap token can be traded on 
decentralized exchanges, providing users with greater flexibility and control 
over their digital assets. 
 

 
 

 
2. Bridge/Swap Service:  

Provides a bridge/swap service, which allows users to easily convert their 
wrap tokens back into the underlying masternode coin or any other token. 
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3. Mandike Coin (XMD) and Wrapped Mandike Token (wXMD) is a digital asset 
that is native to the Mandike platform 
- Pay Token Creation with wXMD: Users can pay for the creation of wrap 

tokens using XMD, making it easier to create and manage digital assets 
within the Mandike platform. 

- Cross-Chain Swap Fees Paid in XMD: The cross-chain swap fees within 
the Mandike platform are paid in XMD, providing a convenient and 
efficient way to transact and manage digital assets. 

These use cases are designed to increase the utility and value of the XMD token, 
making it a critical component of the Mandike ecosystem and providing users with 
new opportunities for investment and growth. 

 

D. Mandike Coin Specification 

Mandike (XMD) is a Proof of Stake + Masternode Coin 

• Masternode 
Masternodes provide additional nodes to validate blocks and transactions, adding 
to the distributed security of the network. These nodes are always on, and 
require collateral to be held in a controlling wallet. Masternode owners are 
rewarded for their service to the network. 

• Proof of Stake 
Receive rewards for securing the Mandike (XMD) network just by holding coins 
in your wallet. 
The local wallet default setting is turned on for staking, therefore users simply 
need to send coins to their local wallet and wait for their coins to mature, and 
staking will begin. 
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• Wrapped Mandike (wXMD) 
Mandike is a versatile cryptocurrency that can be transformed into a token 
called wXMD through smart contract technology. wXMD offers increased liquidity 
on decentralized exchanges and greater exposure to a wider range of investors, 
all while utilizing reliable blockchain networks like Ethereum and Binance Smart 
Chain. 

Mandike Blockchain inherits a unique feature from PIVX that promotes a deflationary 
economy. With each transaction, a small fee is charged and that fee is burned. 
This means that as more transactions are made, the overall supply will decrease, 
creating a deflationary effect. By burning the transaction fees, we are able to create 
a sustainable economy that benefits everyone involved. 
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E. Road Map 

 

 

 

The roadmap outlines the following steps: 
1. wXMD and Token Presale 

- wXMD: Wrapped Mandike Launching: The initial launch of the wrapped 
version of the XMD token on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) network. 

- Token Presale (Fair start): A 2-week token presale period to provide early 
adopters with an opportunity to invest in the platform and secure XMD 
tokens at a special rate. 

2. Marketing and Promotion: Efforts to increase social media followers and raise 
awareness about the Mandike platform and XMD token. 

3. XMD Blockchain and Bridget 
XMD Blockchain: Mandike Coin Launching: The launch of the XMD blockchain    
and the creation of the XMD cryptocurrency. 
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4. Bridge: Mainnet <-> BSC Network: The development of a bridge to connect 
the XMD mainnet with the BSC network, providing increased accessibility and 
interoperability between the two networks. 

5. Pancakeswap and Uniswap Liquidity 
- Pancakeswap Liquidity Pool: The creation of a liquidity pool on 

Pancakeswap, a decentralized exchange (DEX) on the BSC network, to 
provide increased liquidity for XMD token holders. 

- Uniswap Liquidity Pool: The creation of a liquidity pool on Uniswap, a 
DEX on the Ethereum network, to provide increased liquidity for XMD 
token holders. 

6. Centralized Exchange Listing and wXMD ERC20 Token 
- Centralized Exchange Listing: The listing of XMD on centralized 

exchanges to provide additional trading opportunities and exposure for 
the token. 

- wXMD ERC20 Token: The launch of the ERC20 version of the XMD 
token on the Ethereum network. 

7. Bridge: Mainnet <-> Ethereum Network: The development of a bridge to 
connect the XMD mainnet with the Ethereum network, providing increased 
accessibility and interoperability between the two networks. 

8. Usecase Release: Smart Contract Creation and Coin Wrapping Service: The 
release of the coin wrapping service and smart contract creation functionality 
within the Mandike platform. 

9. Wrap More Coins on the Wrapping Service Platform: The continued 
development and expansion of the coin wrapping service to include additional 
coins and provide increased value to users. 

This is the Mandike Road Map journey that we will reach within 1 year. This 
roadmap provides a clear and concise overview of the development and launch of 
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the Mandike platform and XMD token, and outlines the key steps and milestones in 
its evolution. 

 

F. Collateral and Reward Table 
 

Block Start Block End Collateral 
Block 

Reward 

Masternode 

Reward 

Staking 

Reward 

Total Coin 

Supply 

0 1  10.000.000 0 0 10.000.000 

2 5.000 10.000 10 8 2       10.049.990  

5.001 50.000 10.000 25 20 5      11.174.965  

50.001 100.000 12.500 30 24 6       12.674.935 

100.001 200.000 15.000 40 32 8       16.674.895  

200.001 300.000 20.000 50 40 10       21.674.845  

300.001 400.000 30.000 70 56 14       28.674.775  

400.001 500.000 50.000 75 60 15       36.174.700  

500.001 700.000 75.000 80 64 16       52.174.620  

700.001 900.000 100.000 80 64 16       68.174.540  

900.001 1.000.000 100.000 70 56 14       75.174.470  

1.000.001 1.100.000 100.000 60 48 12       81.174.410  

1.100.001 1.200.000 100.000 50 40 10 86.174.360 

1.200.001 1.300.000 100.000 40 32 8       90.174.320  

1.300.001 1.400.000 100.000 30 24 6       93.174.290  

1.400.001 5.000.000 100.000 20 16 4     165.174.270  

5.000.001 8.480.073 1000.005 10 8 2 200.00.0 200.000.000 

 

 

G. Technical Specification 

Maximal Supply  :   200 Million 
Block Time   :   60 Seconds 
Staking Maturity  :   60 Minutes  
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H. Unique Selling Points 

Mandike is a revolutionary blockchain project that stands out from the rest with 
its innovative features and unique selling points. The following section outlines 
why Mandike is unique and sets it apart from other projects in the industry. Get 
ready to discover what makes Mandike a one-of-a-kind blockchain solution that is 
worth considering. Here are the 5 propposition that makes Mandike Project 
compelling to potential customer and distinguishes it from competitors : 
1. Pioneering Use Case 

Mandike offers a unique and innovative solution in the market that sets it apart 
from its competitors. 

2. Powered by Skilled and Experienced Developer 
Having a team of skilled and experienced developer is a key factor in the success 
of a cryptocurrency project. With expertise and knowledge, Mandike teams can 
ensure the stability and security of the platform, as well as drive innovation and 
new features that meet the evolving needs of users. Having a dedicated and 
capable development team is essential for the long-term growth and sustainability of 
the this project. This is one of the reasong why Mandike poised for success in the 
future. 

3. Robust Scalability 
Mandike is designed to be highly scalable, allowing for growth and increased 
usage as more users and developers adopt the platform. 

4. Innovative Deflationary Tokenomics 
Mandike's token economics are designed to be deflationary, ensuring scarcity 
and long-term value for holders. 

5. Immediate Usecase Implementation from Day One 
The innovative use case of Mandike is available for immediate use, offering 
users the opportunity to start experiencing the benefits of the platform from 
day one. 
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I. Conclusion 

Mandike is a revolutionary cryptocurrency platform that aims to revolutionize the way 
people think about and invest in digital assets. It combines the best features of 
tokens and coins and offers a unique and innovative solution for generating passive 
income through masternode technology. The platform is designed to be user-friendly 
and accesible to all, making it easy for anyone to get started with masternode 
investing. Mandike also is a cryptocurrency that offers a unique combination of 
stability and security as a coin and versatility as a token. It provides a way to 
earn income through masternode and staking rewards, has a sustainable economics 
system with a deflationary effect through transaction fee burning, offers a “wrap 
coin” feature to increasse liquidity of assets, and has a cross-chain bridge feature 
for interoperability between different blockchains. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

“Unleashing the Power of Flexibility and Versatility in 

Cryptocurrency” 

 


